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The uWi has for decades put a

premium on cultural/creative

expression for its importance

in not only defining who we are as a

caribbean people, but also in

enabling development of the indi-

vidual human potential.  The

faculty of arts, later to be called

the faculty of humanities and

education, was the second

faculty to be added to The uWi

as early as 1950, in acknowl-

edgment of the need to

develop professionals in the

humanities.  carimac, since

1975 was added to that

faculty to cater to the needs

of the regional media industry

that has burgeoned fully into

an important competitor on the

international market.  Today, cari-

mac trains students from the

region as video producers and

media writers, among others. 

as early as 1968, the university

built the creative arts centre

(pscca) to give home to the out-

pouring of creative talent that

students exhibited and honed,

even as they pursued their aca-

demic careers.  one of the bene-

ficiaries of this physical space

for creative expression was the

university singers.  This group

was formed 10 years earlier, 

practising in classrooms and lecture halls

before the pscca was built.  such is the

singers’’ accomplishment that they have

toured internationally for more than 40

years, performing to highly sophisticated

audiences around the world.  There can

be no gainsaying that the singers are

regarded as a uWi Brand.   

There are, of course, other notable cul-

tural /creative groups on the campus

and in the halls of residence.

panoriddim steel orchestra, the

dramatic arts society, pop society,

university chorale, camera club, dance

society and The ensemble come readily

to mind. student and faculty art and

craft exhibitions are common occur-

rences at mona.

carnival celebrations, the initiative of 

the guild of students, found support

from administration and have mush-

roomed out of three hall bands into six,

with thousands of masqueraders and

supporters rounding ring road to the

music of calypso, annually.   in this festi-

val, students are the creators of cos-

tumes, players of pan and managers of

the related events. 

With these mechanisms and our intro-

duction of first and second level training

in creative Writing, entertainment and

cultural enterprise management and the
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like, The uWi collaborating with the edna manley school of

the creative arts, has been bringing professionalism to our

students, our nation and our region’’s creative expression.  

it is time, however, to acknowledge that as a nation, we

are not doing nearly enough to develop the required

human resources in the creative and performing arts in

light of the current explosion of the creative industries on

the world stage.  The cultural and creative industries sec-

tor is one of the fastest growing sectors in the world econ-

omy, contributing, it is estimated, seven percent of gdp.  it

is expected to grow at a rate of 10 percent per annum.

The sector is expanding at a faster rate than that of the

rest of the industrial and commercial economy in europe.  

That Jamaica and the caribbean have significant compara-

tive advantage in various aspects of the creative industries

that include music, the visual and performing arts, litera-

ture, film, broadcasting, multimedia, book publishing, mas-

querade, fashion, and festivals, has been long established.

What is clear is that we have not capitalised on this advan-

tage to poise ourselves towards diversifying our failing

economy in significant ways.

a recent caricom report notes that the region’’s ’graduates

in arts disciplines have demonstrated they are equipped

with the appropriate skills and abilities to operate effec-

tively in the marketplace.  in particular they display

resourcefulness, entrepreneurial skills, and the capacity to

establish new and innovative enterprises’.  What they need

is to be supported by ’an entrepreneurial, managerial and

marketing capability from within our business sector’ and

’strong state support, facilitation or leadership’.  put simply,

Jamaica and the caribbean lack the supporting national

and regional structures to deliver the creative product to

the world market.   

support to the creative/cultural industries sector will

require strengthened collaborations, and investments in

modern, well-equipped creative and cultural education

befitting an increasingly digital world society and economy.

our marketing, entrepreneurial and legal education and

training resources must be geared towards developing the

skills required to get the creative /cultural product to mar-

ket and to profit fully from that transfer.  research is

required that will lead to recommendations for recognising

the cultural industries as an economic sector.  There is

need for private and public investment to build a compre-

hensive arts infrastructure in Jamaica and the caribbean.

further, a national education curriculum, including contin-

uing education, which builds creative as well as business

skills, needs to be developed.

We have come a long way from envisioning the arts in edu-

cation as something useful for ’civilising’ individuals and cul-

tures, important as that may be.  World economic

development currently places a premium on creative expres-

sion as an engine of growth.  We owe it to our societies and

our creative citizens to actively assist in engineering a

national and regional creative/cultural industries infrastruc-

ture that will facilitate significant development gains. 

gordon shirley, oJ
pro vice chancellor and principal 
uWi, mona campus

viCE ChanCELLor’s aWards

T
hree members of academic staff at The

uWi, mona campus were among the

five academics who received the 2008-

2009 vice chancellor’’s award for excellence

at a ceremony held Thursday, november 5,

2009 at the mona visitors’’ lodge. 

dr Michael Ponnambalam, lecturer in physics in the department of physics,

mona campus, received the award for excellence in Teaching; the award for all-

round performance in a combination of two or more areas was awarded to

Professor anthony harriott, director of The institute of public safety and

Justice at mona, for all-round excellent performance in research accomplishment

and contribution to public service; and Professor affette McCaw-binns,

professor of reproductive health epidemiology in the department of community

health & psychiatry, mona, was recognised for  all-round excellent performance in

research accomplishment and contribution to public service. The other two

awards went to Professor Clement imbert, professor of mechanical engineering

in the department of mechanical & manufacturing engineering, st augustine

campus, for public service and Professor robin Mahon, director of cermes,

cave hill, for all-round excellent performance in research accomplishment and

contribution to public service. 

viCE ChanCELLor, ProFEssor E. nigEL harris CongratuLatEs thE aWardEEs

dr. MiChaEL PonnaMbaLaM

ProFEssor aFFEttE MCCaW-binns

ProFEssor anthony harriott

ProFEssor CLEMEnt iMbErt 

ProFEssor robin Mahon

FivE rECEivE 
viCE-ChanCELLor’’s

aWard For 
EXCELLEnCE 



T
he international research development Centre

(idrC), based in Canada, has approved grant

funding of just over J$68.8 million (or us$774

thousand dollars) for Caribbean information

Communication technology (iCt) research projects led

by the university of the West indies and the Caribbean

telecommunications union (Ctu).

This announcement was made by the uWi’’s director of the

Telecommunications policy and management (Tpm)

programme, mona school of Business (msB), dr hopeton

dunn, at the closing session of the 7th caribbean internet

forum on november 26. 

The idrc project entitled

’networks for development:

The caribbean icT research

programme, 2009-2011’, is a

collaborative effort between

the mona school of Business,

uWi and the department of

electrical and computer

engineering, uWi, st.

augustine, led by dr. Kim mallalieu. other partners in the

research programme are the caribbean

Telecommunications union (cTu) and the observatory for

the information society in latin america and the

caribbean (osilac). 

in his address, dr. dunn thanked the idrc and the govern-

ment of canada, and indicated that ’this research grant

will provide an opportunity for further high quality, high

impact uWi research in icTs for evidence-based policy

making in the caribbean.’ he said the issues to be

researched under the project run parallel to the priorities

identified at the recent cif conference and at the global

internet governance forum which took place in egypt. 

professor evan duggan msB’’s executive director, said,  ’

“The project will conduct well-needed research to meas-

ure access and usage within the caribbean with emphasis

on analysing the status of broadband adoption and the

usage of more advanced mobile applications. it will also

make recommendations to governments on policies and

regulatory reforms related to icTs in the caribbean’.”

he added that the regional researchers would aim to gen-

erate new knowledge and promote information-sharing

among regional stakeholders about the potential contribu-

tion of icTs to economic development and poverty allevia-

tion in the caribbean. 

The project includes a provi-

sion to assist with the develop-

ment of young researchers

through special competitions

that will encourage funded icT

research by young scholars

and useful innovations from

youth technology leaders in

the field.

The 7th caribbean internet forum, which was themed,

building the Caribbean broadband Platform for regional

development was attended by over ninety caribbean and

international participants from the major regional internet

and telecommunications service providers, business and

government leaders, academics, regulators and policy-mak-

ers in information Technology, icTs and broadcasting, indus-

try employees and students. The conference sought to

explore strategies to reduce existing barriers to the effective

use of icTs in the fac  ilitation of social and economic develop-

ment in the region. 

idrC Commits over J$68 Million to
 uWi-based regional iCt research 
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The establishment in 1993 of an annual vice-chancellor’’s

award to recognise high achievement by academic as well

as senior administrative staff, was an initiative of former

vice-chancellor, sir alister mcintyre. as many as five awards

may be given in any one year in one or other of the follow-

ing areas: teaching, administration and research accom-

plishments, service to the university community, contribu-

tions to public service, and all-round excellence in a combi-

nation of two or more of the four core areas. each award is

valued at us$5,000.

dr Michael Ponnambalam, a lecturer in physics at the

mona campus, has an extraordinary love for teaching and

this is demonstrated in the quality of his work as a lecturer

and in the response of his students. he played a major role

in the establishment of the physics virtual laboratory and

he is coordinator of the department’’s outreach programme.

dr ponnambalam’’s passion for imparting knowledge and his

creativity in advancing student learning have reaped

rewards for himself as well as his students. his student eval-

uations average in the range of 4.5 on a five-point scale. his

successes have been recognised and earned him the

uWi/guardian life Teaching excellence award for 2008.

Professor anthony harriott, director of The institute of

public safety and Justice, mona, is regarded as the premier

criminologist in the caribbean with a r   esearch and publica-

tion record that is incomparable within the region. This

recognition is evident by dint of the research grants that he

has received; the output that he has generated; and the

respect for his work by his national, regional and interna-

tional peers. he has been called on to play a leading role as

researcher, institution builder and policy advisor. his public

service record is impressive. he has served as a member of

six and as chairman of two important national bodies relat-

ing to crime and policing in Jamaica. These include the Task

force on national security and the national advisory

committee on praedial larceny. indeed, when issues related

to crime patterns in the caribbean are considered, the per-

spectives of anthony harriott are a frequent reference point.

Professor affette McCaw-binns is an outstanding

researcher in maternal and perinatal epidemiology whose

work has been recognised in high level international jour-

nals, through consultations with the World health

organisation and the national academy of sciences (usa)

and has repeatedly won acclaim at the annual principal’’s

awards for distinguished researchers. her research on

maternal and child health has been undertaken in close col-

laboration with the ministry of health in Jamaica which has

ensured that her findings positively influence health policy

and hence population health. she was part of a team of

researchers on maternal mortality whose work led to hospi-

tal births moving from 70% to over 95% in Jamaica.

Professor Clement imbert has been lecturing since 1980

at uWi, st. augustine, where he is professor of materials

and manufacturing, coordinator of the msc in

manufacturing engineering and deputy dean of the faculty

of engineering. prior to that he worked at the caribbean

industrial research institute (cariri) during which time he

served at uWi part-time for five years as a demonstrator.

he is very well known for his work in all levels and types of

technical education and for his service on national, regional

and international engineering committees and Boards.

professor imbert currently chairs the Board of directors of

the Trinidad & Tobago electricity commission as well as the

Board of directors of the metal industries company, ltd.

Professor robin Mahon, director of the uWi centre for

resource management and environmental studies (cermes) at

the cave hill campus, is a highly regarded researcher on marine

ecosystems and has considerable experience and expertise in

the governance and management of marine resources.

professor mahon has collaborated with several regional and

international environmental bodies, including unesco, The

global environmental fund and the lighthouse foundation in an

interconnected research programme linking emerging global

thinking with caribbean needs, while developing and promoting

an integrated regional approach to living marine resource gov-

ernance. Thus, his research and public service are so inter-

twined as to be difficult to separate. 
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“The project will conduct well-needed
research to measure access and usage
within the Caribbean with emphasis on

analysing the status of broadband adop-
tion and the usage of more advanced

mobile applications.
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J
ust under three thousand persons completed the
requirements for completion of undergraduate and
postgraduate degrees in the Faculties of Humanities &

Education, Medical Sciences, Pure & Applied Sciences and
Social Sciences, with many of these receiving their certifi-
cates at the annual graduation ceremonies held with great
pomp and ceremony on Friday, November 6 and Saturday,
November 7, 2009.  

Thousands of well-wishers, ’ family members, colleagues
and friends - came out in support of the beaming members
of the graduating class who were presented at three sepa-
rate ceremonies: graduates of the faculties of humanities &
education and law on friday, november 6, those from the
faculties of medical sciences and pure & applied sciences
received their certificates on the morning of saturday,
november 7 while graduates of the faculty of social

sciences were presented in the afternoon.

Valedictorians were Kimberley Campbell, first class hon-

ours graduate from the Faculty of Humanities & Education,

Claudine DeSouza, honours graduate from the Faculty of

Medical Sciences and Andre Clarke, first class honours grad-

uate from the Faculty of Social Sciences. 
Honorary degrees were also presented at the three cere-

monies to persons who have made a significant contribution
to national or regional development. 

At Friday’’s ceremony, the honorary degree of Doctor of
Laws was conferred on Chairman and Managing Director of
the Gleaner Company, the hon. oliver F. Clarke, and
scholar and historian Professor Colin a Palmer, received
the honorary degree of Doctor of Letters.    

The degree DLitt honoris causa was conferred on  
Mr. John Maxwell, veteran journalist and environmental
activist, and on publisher and cultural historian, 
dr. anne Walmsley. 

At the ceremony on Saturday afternoon, consultant and
entrepreneur the hon. John issa received the Doctor of
Laws degree.

NEARLY THREE THOUSAND GRADUATE
FROM UWI, MONA
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John Issa, Doctor of Laws John Maxwell, Doctor of Letters Oliver Clarke, Doctor of Laws

Honorary Degrees
Conferred

WE MADE IT!  
Proud Members of the 2009 graduating Class 
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Mona Pays tribute to 
Long-serving staff
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some one hundred and thirty one members of the
academic, senior administrative, administrative
and technical support staff of the uWi, Mona were

recognised for service to the institution for periods
exceeding 15, 21, 30 or 40 years at a ceremony held on
december 10, 2009 at the Mona visitors’ Lodge &
Conference Centre. 

heading the list of awardees were Kenneth grant, head of
commercial operations in the Bursary, stanislaus logan,
department of chemistry and deputy principal, Joseph
pereira, each  of whom had served the institution for a
period of 40 years.

motivational speaker, mr. Winston Bennett, congratulated
all the awardees for their yeoman service and their perse-
verance over the years. he contended that ’within each and 

everyone lies a deep seated desire to succeed, to achieve
and to do excellently in whatever we put our hands and
hearts to, whether it be our studies, our relationships, our
role as parents, our finances, our jobs’. in a message that
was also aimed at members of the wider university commu-
nity who had come out in support of their colleagues, he
said that while there are various factors which could influ-
ence, shape and determine success,  a very  critical and key
factor  was ’enthusiasm’.

mr. Bennett argued that in order to get enthusiasm, it was
important to have a goal to which one was committed. he
advocated ’seeking and associating with enthusiastic people’ and
advised the audience to ’avoid negative people like the plague’.
he also urged the audience to ’try something new, be it a new
project,  a new method, or a attempting a new approach’, while
drawing on individual innovation and creativity. 

finally, he said, one had to create time daily for reflection
and meditation with one’’s god.

he urged those present to take up the challenge of dr. martin
luther King Jr.’ to work untiringly to achieve excellence in our
life’’s work.“ While we do this, let us embrace enthusiasm as a
key factor for our continued success in our life’s work.’”

21-year awardee Karlene Boyce-reid, department of
sociology, gave the vote of thanks while entertainment was
provided by the group, To-isis. The ceremony was chaired by
campus registrar, dr. camille Bell hutchinson. 

The principal congraTulaTes

40-year aWardee and depuTy
principal, Joseph pereira

sTanislaus logan received
40-year aWard from
principal shirley

KenneTh granT received
40-year aWard

from principal shirley

The principal congraTulaTes 30-year aWardee roy granT, depT of communiTy
healTh & psychiaTry as his Wife looKs on

a memBer of The singing group ’To-isis encourages an aWardee To Join him in song

Johney sTeWarT of The puBlic relaTions office, is all smiles as he

receives his aWard from guesT speaKer, mr. WinsTon BarreTT senior assT. regisTrar, raymond eyTle presenTs The aWard for 21-years of

service To  Karlene Boyce-reid, Who laTer gave The voTe of ThanKs on
Behalf of The recipienTs

Mona Pays tribute to 
Long-serving staff
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T
he University of the West

Indies, Mona Campus will

host its annual Mona

Homecoming Week of celebra-

tions over the period February

14-20, 2010.   Mona Homecoming

incorporates the annual

Commemoration Celebrations

which provide an opportunity to

celebrate the founding of the

University, to acknowledge its

unique position as the only

higher education institution with

a presence throughout the English speaking Caribbean,

while assisting to engender a greater sense of belonging

and develop a feeling of camaraderie among staff, students

and alumni. 

from the outset, the celebrations have been dedicated to an
individual who has made a significant contribution or brought
great distinction to the insti-
tution. for 2010, the hon-
oree will be dr. patricia
martin deleon, Trustees
professor of Biological
sciences at the university of
delaware and 2009 recipient
of the presidential award for
excellence in science,
mathematics and
engineering mentoring.
professor deleon holds the
Bachelor of science degree
in chemistry & Zoology
(1967) and the msc in
medical genetics (1969) from
The uWi, mona as well as the
doctor of philosophy (phd)
degree from the university of Western ontario in london,
canada. she also pursued post-doctoral studies at mcgill
university in canada.

on sunday, February 14 at 9 a.m. the celebrations begin
with the commemoration service at the uWi chapel, led by
alumna, the rev. dr. yvette noble Bloomfield, regional

deputy general secretary of The united church in Jamaica
and grand cayman islands.

on thursday, February 18 at 3 p.m. the ring road comes
alive for the university parade and flag raising ceremony
to commemorate the founding of the uWi, together with the
presentation of the uWi alumni association, Jamaica
chapter, pelican award to an outstanding graduate.

Then at 6:30 p.m. all roads lead to the students’ union for
an evening of culture at the students/alumni lyme, featur-
ing fashions, dance and comedy. excitement is mounting as
preparations get underway for the fashion countdown from
the 70’s and a dance-off between students and alumni.
There will also be comedy reflection of campus life and
performances by special guest artistes.

on Friday, February 19 there will be a celebration of things
caribbean featuring foods, displays and cultural performances.

saturday, February 20, last lap, takes the form of a com-
munity service activity in neighbouring august Town, when
uWi alumni will roll up their sleeves and paint 11 basic and
primary schools. We will also be conducting a number of
parenting seminars. 

during the afternoon, the
sports department will host
the uWi invitational Track
meet.

professor martin-deleon

will be honoured at the

homecoming dinner and

dance to take place on

saturday, february 20 at

the mona visitors’ lodge &

conference centre at 7.00

p.m. she will also be the

guest speaker. Kathy Brown

& friends will provide enter-

tainment during dinner. our

special guest artiste for the

occasion will be the renowned Jamaican singer Bob andy,

backed by Wayne armond & friends, and colin hines will

provide music for after-dinner dancing.

For further information & reservations: contact:
marketing & communications office, Tel. (876) 977-5941 or
935-8348; email: proffice@uwimona.edu.jm  
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dr. paTricia marTin deleon

Mona to host hoMECoMing 
CELEbrations FEbruary 14-20

professor deleon (seaTed 2nd from righT) WiTh oTher aWardees



T
he university of the West indies, mona plans to

redouble its efforts to contain costs while not
substantially reducing the quality of the service

which it provides to its students, the government, the
country and the region. mona will also more aggres-

sively target income generating activities through its

Business development office.

These plans were outlined by pro vice chancellor and
principal, professor gordon shirley, at a Town hall meeting
with members of staff held at the assembly hall on friday,
november 13, 2009. he said that the meeting was to fulfill
an earlier agreement to meet periodically with staff to
update them on the institution’’s progress in responding to

the challenging economic environment.

professor shirley noted that the campus had made signifi-
cant progress in minimizing the impact of the significant
budget cut which it had experienced in april 2009. it had
been largely successful in achieving the targeted monthly
reductions in staff costs through the freezing of vacancies,
elimination of sale of leave and reduced overtime. progress
had been made in reducing costs in some operating areas
while some savings in premium costs have resulted from
the introduction of regional insurance coverage.

he informed staff members that the campus had increased
the pace of introduction of new self-financing academic pro-
grammes. engineering, agriculture, digital media and law
had all been introduced in the current 2009-2010 academic
year, and dentistry would be launched in 2010.

15
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Engineering
Programme now
available at Mona
The university of the West indies, (uWi) mona is now

offering a programme of study leading to a Bachelor of

science (B.sc.) degree in electronics engineering effec-

tive september 2009. The programme is being offered

through the electronics unit of the faculty of pure and

applied sciences, mona, in collaboration with the

department of physics.

programme coordinator, dr. paul aiken, says additional pro-

grammes including renewable energy, energy management

& engineering and Biomedical engineering are expected to

come on stream in 2010.  preparation of Jamaican students

for advanced placement in traditional engineering pro-

grammes, i.e. power engineering, civil engineering and

mechanical engineering will be also facilitated at the mona

campus. 

The new programmes are being introduced as part of a

decision to expand The uWi’s engineering programmes to

other uWi campuses, starting with the mona campus in

Jamaica, based on an increased demand for an engineering

presence at mona. The expansion follows on discussions

with the Jamaican institute of engineers, the conduct of a

needs survey and the university’s examination of  the

government of Jamaica’s april 2009 document on critical

skills needs in the public sector. This analysis led to the con-

clusion that apart from the need for traditional engineering

areas such as civil engineering and electronics engineering,

there is also a demand for emerging disciplines such as

Biomedical engineering, environmental engineering and

energy engineering which are currently underserved. 

The programme at mona serves students who wish to pur-

sue a career path in Telecommunications or industrial

instrumentation. This 3-year programme exposes students

to engineering physics, computer science and mathematics,

electronics and electrical circuits, engineering manage-

ment, accounting systems, new venture creation and

entrepreneurship

further information about the new programmes in

engineering at The uWi, mona campus may be obtained

from dr. paul aiken, electronics unit at paul.aiken@uwi-

mona.edu.jm  

Mona to redouble Efforts 
to Contain Costs
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he added that the faculty of social sciences had introduced
a week-end programme offering degrees in accounting,
Banking & finance, while the faculty of medical sciences
had increased its intake from 200 to 275 students.

professor shirley pointed out that work has commenced on
the construction of the new law building and on the con-
struction of a building for Basic medical sciences.
negotiations are also far advanced for new student housing
for both undergraduate and post graduate students. 

he further notified the staff that there had been an increase
in the number of income-generating projects with the
launch of the navigational tool, Jamnav,  by mona
geoinfomatics, the expansion of the range of services
offered by caribbean genetics (carigen) and the expansion
of mona institute of medical sciences (mims). a new consul-
tancy unit had also been introduced in the mona school of
Business (msB).

professor shirley said that mona had also redirected
research funding and research grant writing to areas con-
tributing to national and regional development. in support
of this change, the campus had developed multi-faculty,
multidisciplinary policy clusters in areas of immediate rele-
vance to the Jamaican government, such as crime,
violence& security, energy, agriculture and agribusiness,
gaming, gender balance in secondary and tertiary educa-
tion system, health care and the sports industry. several
international conferences and symposia had also been
hosted in the areas of focus, including agriculture and
agribusiness, gaming, crime and security, the economic
impact of the financial crisis on Jamaica among others. 

members of staff were also updated about several initia-
tives aimed at ensuring that mona continues to attract the
best and brightest students and that students receive good
value for their financial contribution to their education. The
principal mentioned the re-engineering of admissions to
facilitate early admission on the basis of cape level 1 exam
results, the vigorous marketing of the university to reach
schools and the general public, the development of new stu-
dent handbooks  and the introduction of more applied pro-
grammes  with greater appeal to males. major improve-
ments had also been made to the physical infrastructure,
with upgrades to lecture theatres and restroom facilities, as
well as an increase in coverage of wireless access across
campus, the expansion of student spaces across campus
and an increased number of scholarships, bursaries and
other support for financially challenged students.

however, professor shirley noted that there was still much
to be done as the campus’ budget had been reduced by a
further $255 million in the september reading of the
supplemental Budget, following on the cut of some $700
million earlier in year. he noted that the economic climate
would likely become even more challenging and that this
would negatively impact many students. 
’already, over 3000 students, representing an increase of
20%, have applied for loans from the students loan Bureau
and almost 2,000 students have applied for extended pay-
ment arrangements.  some of these students have not hon-
oured their payment dates.’ 

The principal said that the campus was  working on collect-
ing outstanding obligations from students who have not met
semester 1 obligations and who have not applied for pay-
ment extensions before finalizing the de-registration list.  

he argued that in order to cushion the impact of the down-
turn in the economy, the campus would have to create
many more employment opportunities for students on and
off campus. mona would also have to dramatically enhance
its ability to attract international students from the region
and beyond. in addition, the campus needed to expand sub-
stantially the housing options for students and to do so on a
full cost recovery/income generating basis.

professor shirley commended the staff for the teamwork
which had made most of the achievements possible and said
he was optimistic that the level of commitment demonstrated
by the staff would ensure the future of the institution. 
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the Philip sherlock Centre 
for the Creative arts, Mona

which serves as a training ground for the
university singers, and the uWi pop society,
which has established a working relation-
ship with each of these groups are also
guided by solid principles of identity devel-
opment through cultural expression. 

similarly in dance, notions of national, cul-
tural and regional identity extend to the
university dance society as it attempts to
draw inspiration in building its repertoire
from caribbean dance Tradition. exploring the roots of
caribbean Traditional dance in forging a dynamic caribbean
dance vocabulary involves using caribbean dance codes to
inform new works of contemporary creative dance expression.

award-winning theatre has long been a feature of the work of
the pscca. since their revival in 2003/2004 The university
players have won a total of sixteen national actor Boy awards
from the international Theatre institute (Jamaica centre), in
the categories of Best production, Best director, Best drama
and Best new play, as well as for achievement in acting and
technical theatre. productions, which are staged in may and
october each year, feature the talents of uWi mona faculty
members, alumni, undergraduates, graduate students, and
professional actors.

The university dramatic arts society and the uWi camera club
were both founded with the university in 1948 and together rep-
resent the longest unbroken tradition in the visual and perform-
ing arts at mona. student drama is featured in the university
dramatic arts society’’s major season at the philip sherlock
centre and in the annual tertiary drama competition ’Tallawah’.
The uWi camera club remains dedicated to fine art black and
white photography despite pressure from the ’digital revolution’
in camera technology and the club’’s annual exhibition remains
a high point of the centre’’s cultural calendar.

teaching and research
The philip sherlock centre is also a teaching and research
department and courses for credit at the undergraduate level
are offered in drama, Theatre history and drama in education
by the staff Tutor in drama, mr. Brian heap. similar introduc-
tory and intermediate courses are also offered by the uWi
music unit at the philip sherlock centre, overseen by staff
Tutor in music, ms. marjorie Whylie. assistant staff Tutor, mr.
michael holgate, has been working to promote creative
Writing by hosting undergraduates in the Writers’ circle at the
centre, and in 2009 successfully launched his own novel ’night
of the indigo’ as part of macmillan caribbean’’s island fiction
series of caribbean science fiction stories for young adults.

The centre is also actively involved in research, with the most

recent research paper presentation taking
place at the sixth international drama in
education research institute at the
university of sydney, australia. This pre-
eminent drama education research confer-
ence is held triennially in centres of excel-
lence for drama education throughout the
world, and was hosted by the philip
sherlock centre in 2006.

in the areas of applied drama and social
change, uWi staff Tutor Brian heap and dr anthony simpson a
lecturer in anthropology at manchester university (uK) have
collaborated with save the children (sweden and south africa)
and the ministry of education, Zambia, in applying drama to
hiv/aids education across Zambia.

teaching for Creativity
in addition mr. heap is working on an international
collaborative research project on creativity with colleagues
from three other universities, namely dr. laura a. mccammon
from the university of arizona, usa; dr. larry o’’farrell, from
Queen’’s university, ontario, canada; and dr. aud Berggraf
s’aebo, from the university of stavanger, norway. Their early
findings have been presented in a report entitled teacher’s’
Perceptions of Creative teaching & teaching for Creativity:
Preliminary results of an international research
Project.(2008) The uWi staff Tutor Brian heap also served as
international adjudicator in the central adjudication of drama
from 120 secondary schools in the singapore youth arts
festival in 2009.

The philip sherlock centre continues to have a positive impact
on the lives of the students who spend time there and this is
frequently reflected in their career choices after graduating in
a range of disciplines. Karl o’’Brian Williams, a uWi mona grad-
uate in literatures in english and the diploma in education,
and an alumnus of the university dramatic arts society, is cur-
rently completing an ma in educational Theatre at new york
university where he was the recipient of the 2009 lorraine
hansberry award. neila ebanks and marlon simms, both uWi
mona graduates, in sociology and literatures in english
respectively, and alumni of the university dance society, sub-
sequently completed masters degrees in dance overseas, and
work as lecturers at the edna manley college for the visual
and performing arts. graduates in medicine like dr. mario
guthrie and dr. Kathy Brown are well known Jazz and pop
musicians.

The philip sherlock centre for the creative arts, through its
graduates, continues to make a critical contribution to the cul-
tural life of the uWi at mona, and to Jamaica and the
caribbean region at large. 
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The Work of the Ima gination
Feature:

i
n 1968 the Creative Arts Centre at The UWI, Mona, opened

its doors for the first time. Over forty years later, now

renamed in honour of its founder, Sir Philip Sherlock, it

continues on its stated mission of providing a place for the

creative imagination at the centre of university life. 

In retrospect, Sir Philip“’s policy of investing in training and
research in the Creative Arts sector has proved to be a
visionary one. As writer Richard Florida writes in his book
the rise of the Creative Class (2002), “Creativity“is now the
decisive source of competitive advantage.“ In the twenty-
first century, around the globe, schools and universities 
are being asked to teach young people to be creative in
order to restore & maintain culture & cultural capacity; 
to stimulate economic growth through innovation; to take
care of the needs of young people in a troubled world; 
and to improve learning. 

at mona, the philip sherlock centre for the creative arts
(pscca) presents perhaps the most visible evidence of such a
commitment, and at the same time projects one of the most
consistently positive public faces of the uWi at mona through
both print and electronic media. hardly a week passes without
the appearance of some kind of review or feature article cov-
ering the programmes, performances and other activities of
the centre. such featured publicity carries with it a great deal
of credibility and cachet with the public at large in Jamaica
and throughout the diaspora through various blogs and web-
sites across the internet.

initially, the centre served the entire region of the caribbean
covered by The uWi, but has since been complemented by the
opening of similar centres elsewhere i.e. the centre for
creative and festival arts at the st. augustine campus in
Trinidad, and the errol Barrow centre for creative imagination
at the cave hill campus in Barbados. now the pscca focuses
its work almost entirely on the university community at mona,
as well as the wider Jamaican public, while simultaneously
liaising with the other campus countries.

The day to day operations of the centre are led by the guiding
principle that each student at uWi should have an entitlement
to participate in cultural activities which contribute to the
development of the individual’’s national and caribbean
regional identity. The quality of the resulting identity will be
very much dependent on the quality of the cultural activities
to which each student is exposed. This quality is pursued and
maintained by nurturing three major strands of cultural and
artistic appreciation, imagination and technique. Together
these constitute the three main elements which drive and
direct the attainment of musical and other types of artistic
excellence at the pscca. 

opportunities for the development of musical appreciation,
imagination and technique are afforded by the main student
musical societies, namely, The university singers, The uWi
’panoridim’ steel orchestra, The uWi chorale, and The uWi pop
society. for more than fifty years, the university singers have
served as musical ambassadors for the uWi, giving several
performances each year throughout Jamaica, as well as at the
philip sherlock centre for their annual major concert series in
June and october. They also regularly conduct tours to the
wider caribbean, europe and north america.

The uWi panoridim steel orchestra’’s ’the art of steel’ recitals
staged in 2009 clearly underscored those musical and cultural
aspects of building caribbean identity which feature in the
pscca’’s programmes. The promotional material for the
recitals stated things most succinctly: caribbean composers,
caribbean instrument, caribbean art.’  Both the uWi chorale,
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two Can Play, a work which won the award for best
Jamaican Play in 1982, featured performances by 2008
Actor boy Award nominees Nadean Rawlins and Alwyn
Scott, and was directed by UWI Senior lecturer and Staff
Tutor brian Heap, who also won the award for best
Director last year. An earlier University Players’“ appear-
ance by Nadean Rawlins and Alwyn Scott was in the
Players’“ memorable 2009 production of A. R. gurney’“s
Love Letters. In two Can Play, Scott and Rawlins played
Jim and gloria, a Jamaican couple who try their wildest
schemes to escape kingston gun crime in the nineteen
seventies and establish residence in the United States.

in his original foreword to the play Jamaica’’s former prime
minister michael manley wrote:

’two Can Play is about love, and estrangement; about
domination and liberation; about confusion and compas-
sion. It is about two human beings who nearly lose one
another “ but who eventually struggle back together
through uncertainty, through quarrels, through humilia-
tion. Ultimately, gloria and Jim survive because they learn
to communicate and finally to re-discover one another “
not so much as they were but as what they each can try to
become.“

The university players’ production of two Can Play contin-
ues the tradition of the pursuit of excellence which the com-
pany has established for itself over the past few years. The
university players is the collective name of a group of
actors and theatre technicians who together constitute the
resident theatre company of the philip sherlock centre for
the creative arts, uWi, mona. The members operate as a
not-for-profit group, which aims to deliver all kinds of the-
atrical experiences including alternative, innovative, yet
accessible, forms of performance art, devised and experi-
mental theatre, important caribbean plays as well as the-
atre of the absurd. The ensemble prides itself on producing
shows that have less commercial appeal and which instead,
serve as a platform for showcasing the scripts of lesser

known writers, new local talent and work which addresses
some of the immediate concerns of caribbean societies.

The group originally known as the university players had its
first incarnation sixty years ago when it was founded in
1948 by the first batch of undergraduate students at the
university of the West indies at mona, headed by owen
minnott and denise mitchell. By the nineteen sixties the
group had become the resident theatre company of the
newly built creative arts centre under the artistic direction
of the staff Tutor in drama at that time, mr. noel vaz. The
student drama society was re-named the university
dramatic arts society, and continues to stage its student
productions under that name to this day.  Though the
university players went virtually out of commission during
the decades of the 1980’s and 90’s, the group was resur-
rected in 2003 by the current staff Tutor in drama, mr.
Brian heap at the re-dedicated creative arts centre, now
re-named The philip sherlock centre for the creative arts,
in honour of the university’’s first native-born vice-chancellor. 

The university players’ successes to date include sex?
thanks! don’t Mind if i do’... By nobel laureate dario fo
and his wife franca rama; the hiv/aids drama one of our
sons is Missing by Trinidadian playwright godfrey sealy;
the satirical revue the black that i am by Jamaican writer
and uWi alumnus Karl Williams; the celebrated play about
dominican writer Jean rhys, after Mrs. rochester by polly
Teale; the devised historical drama Maharani’’’s Misery
based on the book of the same name by uWi professor
verene shepherd; the hilarious alan ayckbourn comedy
bedroom Farce; aime cesaire’’s sweeping caribbean epic  
a tempest; yasmina reza’s sophisticated comic masterpiece
arT; and american playwright  a.r. gurney’s challenging
duologue Love Letters.

The university players stage productions at the philip
sherlock centre twice per year, in may and october.
- Brian heap 
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Players Pay
tribute to
trevor
rhone
The most recent dramatic offering 
by The University Players paid tribute
to the late Jamaican playwright
Trevor Rhone, with a staging of his
award-winning comedy “Two Can Play”.
The play was given a total of six per-
formances during October 2009 at 
the Philip Sherlock Centre for the
Creative Arts, UWI, Mona, and the
company was able to donate a cheque
for $75,000.00 from the proceeds 
of a benefit performance to the McSyl
basic School in bellas gate, St.
Catherine (Mr. Rhone“s birthplace) 
in his memory.

The group originally known as
the University Players had its
first incarnation sixty years ago
when it was founded in 1948 by
the first batch of undergraduate
students at the University of the
West Indies at Mona
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T
he uWi, mona extends warmest congratulations to our
principal, professor the honourable gordon shirley, who
has been appointed a member of the order of Jamaica

for excellence in academic and public service. congratulations
are also extended to two other members of the university
community who received awards namely: renowned poet and
professor emeritus mervyn morris, who has been conferred
with the nation’’s third highest honour, the order of merit, for

his distinguished contribution in the field of West indian
literature, and retired professor John homi, who has been
named to the order of distinction in the rank of commander
(honorary) for his contribution to the development of
anaesthesia services and training in the caribbean. 

The awards were presented at a civic ceremony held at
King’s house on national heroes’ day, october 19, 2009.
members of the university community also attended  a
special function to honour the recipients on december 4 
at the mona visitors’ lodge & conference centre.

professor shirley assumed office as principal of the uWi,
mona campus in 2007, responsible for operationalizing the
new uWi strategic plan 2007-2012. under his leadership,
the campus has introduced new programmes in science,
engineering, agriculture and law in a direct response to the
demand for quality academic degrees that drive develop-

ment and that are available at affordable prices. uWi, mona
has opened up a satellite campus in montego Bay in recog-
nition of the growing demand for tertiary level educational
institutions of distinction in western Jamaica and designed
to reflect areas of significant growth and development   in
the western region. 

under the leadership of professor John homi, the dm
(anaesthesia) programme was extended to the other uWi
campuses - st augustine in Trinidad and cave hill in
Barbados. he was also instrumental in sourcing funding for
the intensive care unit (icu), now known as icu-a, which
allowed for localized training of students whereby only
select periods at overseas universities was necessary for
further training. The various surgical sub-specialties also
continued to thrive with the availability of icu facilities.

professor mervyn morris has been instrumental in focusing
attention on several of the region’’s writers including derek
Walcott, dennis scott. louise Bennet, mikey smith and several
others. in addition, he devised and taught the creative writing
courses in prose and poetry offered by the department of
literatures in english. his poetry readings and workshops
influenced generations of writers at the mona campus and
beyond and he became widely known for his readiness to
champion the work of younger poets and writers. 

national honours for Mona Colleagues

hEad oF dEPartMEnt, ProFEssor aLEXandra rodkina (LEFt )ProudLy
Points out thE FEaturEs oF thE nEW LECturE thEatrE

Starting Afresh!
a new beginning for the
department of Mathematics

Starting Afresh!
a new beginning for the
department of Mathematics

it was Albert
Einstein who said
’you cannot solve

a problem with the
mindset that created
it’. Staff in the
Department of
Mathematics are tak-
ing this advice seri-
ously. Shrugging off
many seasons of dis-
content, the depart-
ment has given itself

a fresh coat of paint, adopted a new mindset and pledged to
re-invent itself into a vibrant, modern and effective
Department of Mathematics in the coming years.

Commitment to this new approach was evident at the office
warming party held on December 21, 2009, to celebrate the
opening of the refurbished Mathematics Building.

The refurbishment follows on the separation of the Department 
of Mathematics and Computer Science into two new departments. 

In the period leading up to the party, the old mathem  atics build-
ing which was looking rundown after 30 years, was completely
overhauled and given an entirely new layout: there is a new com-
puting laboratory accommodating a minimum of 20 computers,
and a new departmental lunchroom. The main administrative
office has been expanded and relocated to the ground floor mak-
ing room for a new conference room, and the lecture theatres
have been extensively refitted with modern seating, whiteboards
and smartboards. Staff offices have also been extensively reno-
vated and provided with modern furniture. 

There is now a room for MSc students and the room for the
research students on the ground floor will be equipped with
new furniture soon. ’Not all furniture for offices has arrived yet. 
However,“everything looks really nice and refreshing with the

new colours on the walls, new
windows, new lights,”
’commented a delighted Head
of Department, Professor
Alexandra Rodkina. 

At the office warming party,
speaker after speaker spoke to

the renewed spirit and high level of motivation among mem-
bers of staff.  They expressed their deep gratitude to the
administration of the UWI and to the Principal, in particular, for
the financial and other support which had resulted in a com-
plete physical transformation of the department, as well as the
hiring of new staff.

They also used the opportunity to commend Mr. Festus
Irimisose Arunaye, a postgraduate student in the Department
who had successfully defended his PhD thesis ’symmetries of
differential equations: topics in nonlocal symmetries of
dynamical systems’’in an oral examination held earlier that
same day. This research project on which Mr. Arunaye worked
was a result of intercampus collaboration between the Mona
and St Augustine campuses of UWI as the first supervisor, Prof.
Bal Bhatt, works at St Augustine Campus, while the second
supervisor, Prof. Alexandra Rodkina, works at Mona campus. 

The proceedings were ably chaired by Mr. St. Elmo Whyte.
Other speakers were department head, Professor Rodkina;  
Dr. R. McEachin and Mrs. Maxine Francis who spoke on behalf
of the staff; the Dean of the Faculty of Pure & Applied Sciences,
Prof. Ishenkumba Kahwa and the Principal, Prof. Gordon
Shirley. Afterwards, guests were taken on a tour of the new
facilities. 

dean of The faculTy of pure &
applied sciences, professor
ishenKumBa KahWa, in conversaTion

WiTh fesTus irimisose arunaye, Who
had JusT Been aWarded The phd

everything looks really nice and refreshing 
with the new colours on the walls, new windows,
new lights, “commented a delighted Head of
Department, Professor Alexandra Rodkina. 

memBers of sTaff aT The office-Warming parTy
in The deparTmenT of maThemaTics

The governor general sir paTricK allen presenTs aWards To professor gordon shirley, professor mervyn morris and mrs. doroThy homi Who

collecTed on Behalf of her husBand, professor John homi.
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T
he Public Sector Management Unit in the

Department of government has introduced an inno-

vative internship programme, which was piloted in

Summer 2009. The programme, in which selected eight

Second Year b.Sc. Public Sector Management students

participated, was organized in collaboration with the

government of Jamaica, and is being seen as a pioneering

effort by the department to give the students an opportu-

nity to put their theory into practice.  

"This programme has come out of a review of the

department of government, to provide practice -driven

experience to the students," said dr. eris schoburgh,

lecturer and head of the public sector management unit.

"it reflects also the new focus on producing rounded gradu-

ates that are easily integrated into the world of work," dr.

schoburgh added.

she further informed that the review coincided with new

direction in curriculum, which puts more emphasis on soft

skills. ’”We intend to establish a career path for future civil

servants, who can go directly to a public organisation and

function effectively,”’ she said.

The internship resonates with the initiatives that the

department has taken, with an objective to establish a 

Public sector Management unit 
introduces Pilot internship Programme
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T
he 30th World Universities Debating Championships
is being hosted by koc University in Antalya, Turkey
from December 27, 2009 to January 4, 2010. This is

the biggest event on the international debating calendar
and is often referred to as the “Olympics“ of debating. 400
teams from 150 institutions in 45 countries on all five con-
tinents are expected to compete.

This year, uWi, mona will be represented by ricardo Brooks,
third year student from the faculty of humanities and
education and Krystal Tomlinson, second year student from
the faculty of social sciences. The team will be accompa-
nied by carlton lowrie, manager, coach and a category a
adjudicator with the World universities debating council. 

mona has been participating consistently in ’Worlds’ since
1997 and at the last analysis was in 59th position out of the
200 universities that had taken part in the championships
over the previous five years. 

last year, in ireland, mona placed first (for the tenth time)
in the caribbean and latin america region and our two
speakers, Tyrone hall and ricardo Brooks were Best
speaker and runner up respectively. 

’‘Worlds’’ is an opportunity to promote internationally not
only The university of the West indies and the region but
also Jamaica, now the 10th ranked debating nation in the
world, thanks to the consistently high performance of the
uWi, mona teams. 

Mona oFF to ’‘WorLds’’
cont’d
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path for future civil servants. dr. schoburgh expressed confi-

dence that once the students  have undergone this training,

they will be able to function effectively in an organisation.

The internship programme has been devised for the stu-

dents to be effective in the professional context, identify

and solve problems, think critically and offer solutions. This

experience should also help them to use their research

skills and meet deadlines. she advised that four ministries:

health, youth and culture, Justice and Transport and Works

have offered to participate in the programme, in which only

the top ten students will be placed. 

’”The process for implementation of the programme was a

long one, we had a lot of deliberations with the concerned

ministries,”’ said dr. schoburgh. “’We had meetings with the

office of the cabinet and received commendations.’“

The psu head commented that her department had done

meticulous planning to make this internship programme

achieve its desired objectives. The preparation included an

orientation seminar, which was done in conjunction with

the office of placement and career services, mona to pro-

vide proper briefing on expectations, roles, decorum, and

support systems in place.

Before the commencement of the internship placements, all

finalizing students also had to undergo a series of field trips

to parliament to observe either a general sitting of parlia-

ment, the budget process or the operations of the finance

committee

’”What sets this internship apart is that we have signed a 

memorandum of understanding with the government of 

Jamaica on the expectations of the programme,’“ she said.

under the terms of the agreement, certain broad guidelines

were established. They included ensuring that there was a

space for the students to sit, they had to be given tangible

work and should any issues arise with the interns, they

would be dealt with as human resource issues and

redressed accordingly.

The internship programme accrues six credits, with the stu-

dents being assessed based on their field Trip report, a

reflection paper, outlining what they have learned from the

experience, identifying in what ways they were prepared, or

not prepared for the programme by their course of studies,

and providing suggestions on methods of enriching the

experience. all students were also asked to prepare a post

internship report identifying any weaknesses observed in

the agency, and provide a theoretically sound explanation

and or solution to the observed problem. This sought to

evaluate the student’s’ ability to relate theory to the practi-

cal environment. upon completion of the internship, small

informal group debriefing sessions were held, to evaluate

the programme and obtain suggestions for strengthening.

dr. schoburgh expressed confidence that this pilot paved

the path for the students of the public sector management

unit to be better equipped and prepared when they go out

to the world of work. 

’”This is an opportunity for them to learn and identify how

they were prepared for the job, identify their shortcomings

and provide suggestions for improvement,”’ she said. 
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A room is like a stage. If you see it without lighting, it can
be the coldest place in the world - Paul lynde, American
stage actor, comedian.

N
adia Roxburgh, Theatre

Technician at Philip Sherlock

Centre for the Creative Arts,

recounts how the institution has nur-

tured her professional goals.

light“ guides, changes hues, expressions
and as Paul lynde sums up, gives life and
warmth to a stage performance. Nadia
Roxburgh is a person who spreads this
warmth both from her personality and
her work, and lights up the stage“... literally.

It was her dream to do something creative, from an early
age, “”I was involved in all the activities in school, I also
used to play the steel pan,““ Nadia said. 

The plans did not work out as she planned, ““I applied to
Edna Manley to do drama, but did not get through. I then

joined UWI to pursue bA in History,““ she recalled. 
Coming to the University of the West Indies proved to be a
blessing in disguise for this talented girl; she and her
friends used to hang around Philip Sherlock Theatre, and
it is where the journey began“

Nadia started to volunteer and assist in
productions, which nurtured her love for
theatre and was a stepping stone to the
future.

““I started to help out my friends at the
theatre, this is where I learnt the strings
of the profession,““ Nadia recounted, “”I
learnt the practical stuff, it was like gold.““

During the course of her first degree, she got an opportu-
nity to go to University of the South Pacific, Suva, Fiji as a
part of UWI“’s student exchange programme. 

“”I always wanted to explore the world, when the opportu-
nity to go to Fiji came I grabbed it,““ an ecstatic Nadia said.
Nadia“’s stay in this Pacific Ocean island nation, though a 

part of her undergraduate major in history, also   exposed

the shining Light the shining Light 
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her to varied nuances of culture, colours and sounds; it also
gave a different insight into the confluence of these aspects
into the creative arts. 

“i fell in love with fiji, it was a rewarding experience for

me,”’ she recounted. “’it is a second home to me.”

after completing her graduation, nadia taught history at
Queen’s school, before joining philip sherlock centre for the

creative arts as Theatre Technician in 2001. she decided to
pursue her masters in theatre practices, from rose Bruford
college, Kent, university of manchester; this is where her
experience at philip sherlock played a critical role.

’“The university is very practical

there,”’ she said. ’“Whatever we

learnt was through trial and
error; one has to be creative to
get work done, and work
around the roadblocks.’”

nadia returned to Jamaica,
armed with a distinction. she
said that in the uK she learnt
the best practices in theatre,
which she wants to emulate
here. “The theatre practices are

different; there is involvement
of all the departments from the
beginning, which is sometimes
not practised here.”

she said that involvement of the
technical team helps to under-
stand the script, scenes and the
situation and work accordingly.
“’To achieve the best effects we

need time and also our creative
inputs.”’ nadia, who is also an

avid reader, said ’it is hard to
achieve optimum results at the
last moment.’

But she is able to overcome the challenges, thanks to the
expertise that she has gained at work, ’“Working at philip

sherlock has taught me a lot, as we have limited resources;
we have to make the best use of it,’” she said.

nadia is excited and passionate about her work, and wants
more girls to get into this field. ’“i would like more girls in

the caribbean to take up lighting as a profession. most of
them don't know about it,’” she said.

she further said that she would like to encourage lighting as
a part of technical arts, which according to her is like get-
ting a transferable skill. ’“The possibilities are across many

industries; you can be a set designer, interior designer, cos-
tume designer, fashion
designer. you also have the
option of going into event and
production management, even
floor management for Tv
shows. as a lighting profes-
sional you have the capability
of taking the event or the show
a notch up,”’ nadia explained.

nadia, as a responsible youth,
wants to share her skills and
reach out to the youth in
depressed communities. This
creative expression, she said,
would help to wean them away
from crime. “’That is my next big

project.  i have a passion for
that.’”

“as a Jamaican,” she said “’i feel

there is a lot we can do and
achieve, i personally would like
to travel, but come back to
Jamaica.  going away is about

learning and bringing it back.”’ 
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centre (hpTc) is for three years in the first instance and will
see hpTc athletes being housed at mona, conduct training ses-
sions at the Bowl as well as collaborate with various uWi
departments in sports-related services, interventions and
research. hpTc will also collaborate with the sports unit by
promoting and participating in major track and field meets
hosted by the campus.

The agreement with the racers Track club shall be in force for
15 years. under the terms of this agreement, rTc will conduct
training sessions at the mona Bowl sporting facilities, collabo-
rate with various departments in sports-related services,

interventions and research. rTc will also participate in promo-
tions for athletics meets, seminars and workshops as well as
participate in the uWi invitational Track meet and selected
seminars and workshops.

details of these agreements were announced at the launch of
the uWi’’s sports initiative and seminar series on Wednesday,

november 11, 2009 at the mona visitors’ lodge & conference
centre.  mona principal, professor gordon shirley, in remarks
read by the deputy principal, noted that this development fit
into mona’’s vision for its own development over the period of

the university’’s strategic plan  2007-2012. he reminded the

audience that uWi had earlier entered into an agreement with
the Jamaica football federation to establish the national
football academy at the mona Bowl as a way of  signalling the
university’’s commitment to developing athletic talent in order

to promote the nation’’s international competitiveness. 

director of sports, grace Jackson, also used the opportunity to
introduce members of the new uWi coaching team: glen mills
’sprints; fitz coleman - hurdles & Quarter-mile; Jerry holness-
middle distance & cross country; michael vassell-Throws; and
Kerry-lee ricketts ’ fitness coach & Jumps. mention was also
made of the scholarships now being awarded in track & field
and football to selected athletes in these areas, as well as  the
full programme of training and nutrition support for them, with
the intention of developing teams that will reach the top in
local or international competition. current scholarship recipi-
ents who were present were introduced to the large gathering.

following on the launch, ms Jackson delivered the first in the
series of sports seminars  on the ’history of Track & field as it

relates to international high performance by Jamaican athletes’.
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as the uWi, mona continues its efforts to support the
development of Jamaica’’s natural athletic talent and

respond to the opportunities in sport that are emerging,
mona has signed collaborative agreements with the
international association of athletic federation’s (iaaf) high

performance Training centre and with racers Track club (rTc),
home to international track sensation usain Bolt, for both enti-
ties to be based at the mona Bowl and to use uWi’’s sporting

facilities for training purposes.

The agreement with the iaaf high performance Training
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ProFEssor shirLEy and raCErs traCk CLub PrEsidEnt gLEn MiLLs sign thE
agrEEMEnt

direcTor of sporTs,grace JacKson, in conversa-
Tion WiTh usain BolT, former american sprinTer
michael Johnson and david JacKson, carnegie
direcTor of inTernaTional developmenT aT The
universiTy of leeds, aT The mona BoWl.

Development of the Mona bowl is a way of
signalling th   e university“’s commitment to
developing athletic talent in order to promote
the nation“’s international competitiveness. 

MR. NEVIllE “TEDDY“ McCOOk ,IAAF AREA REPRESENTATIVE AND COUNCIl 
MEMbER SIgNS THE AgREEMENT AS MONA““S PRINCIPAl lOOkS ON.




